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1. Introduction – background and aims of the research
The idea and need for this research appears after few years of polish–Georgian cooperation
in the Georgian school. During last three years polish organization Center for Citizenship Education
together with Georgian organization from Gori - Bridge of Friendship Kartlosi were trying to strengthen
the real students participation in school life in few Georgian schools from different regions (about 20).
First two years of the project “School of debates” was focused mostly on developing students’ abilities
to discuss and to solve school problems by teaching them how to organize school diagnosis, how to
discuss, find arguments, how to involve the school community and finally how to solve problems. All
the activities were based on the idea learning in doing - students firstly were taught how to do it and
then step by step they implemented this in their schools. All the process was conducted in the
participation of two teachers from each school, however mostly their participation was or formal one
or just organizational one. During both projects it appears that although such activities are well
welcome in the schools, they are nearly never switched with students’ self-government (SSG1).
Although the participation of SSG was not a project condition, organizers natural expect that such
activities attract mostly the members of SSG. As it doesn’t happened (in only few cases members of
SSG were highly involved in the projects) organize start to ask themselves and other people from
educational sphere – WHY? Why SSG in Georgian schools doesn’t work properly? Why students in SSG
do not take part in such projects and finally - how NGOs and other institution can support school to
develop students’ participation in the life of the school?
All these questions lay down the roots of further researches. Firstly, in the frame of the project in 2014
year a very small research was conducted2. It focused on analyze of the legal background for SSG in
Georgia, few interviews with educational experts and few heads of SSG in the school participated in
the research. This mini research of 2014, show that there is a large information gap about the real
situation of student self-governance in Georgia. Although there is a common feeling that SSG doesn’t
work well, there is nearly no evidence, nearly no materials, analyzes about it. That’s why in the frame
of the next year project -2015 the wide research was conducted.
Simultaneously, in the frame of the project 2015 - called “School of democracy” - partner organizations
worked in 16 Georgian schools together with pupils and teachers in strengthening the SSG. Each
school has pair of tutors – young trainers who helped students and teachers to prepare and conduct
real elections of SSG and then to organize diagnosis of students need and to plan one year of students
self government plan. During the project organizers create an expert group, which consists of
educational experts with different professional experience. Expert group discussed on the possibilities
to change actual situation of the SSGs and give some suggestions according to the research.
The following report is a result of research conducted from the June to October 2015 year in
Georgian schools. The main aim of this study research was to:


Identify situation of SSG in Georgia

1

The term students self government is very often replaced by students school council, however as we prefer
not to mixed it with school council which formally is called Board of Trustees, in the report will be used
students self-government (SSG) and school council for Board of Trustees
2
Kety Magradze Students Council in Georgian schools – how it should works and how it works
http://www.ceo.org.pl/sites/default/files/news-files/students_council_in_georgia.pdf
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Identify how the idea of SSG is understood by the school environment (students, teachers,
principals) as well as non-school institution
Identify factors, which favors or restrains the development of SSG
Elaborate conclusions and recommendations for schools, for the education system and
NGOs cooperating with schools in the field of civic education

We have a great hope that you will find this report interesting and it will be a useful tool in improving
the situation of SSG in Georgian schools. Hopefully the expert group will be a first step to construct a
strong circle of people engaged in strengthening students’ participation in school life.
2. Methodology of the research
The research consists of 5 elements, each of which has specific method dedicated. The research was
conducted using different quality and quantity methods. Moreover, to increase the reliability of the
research the triangulation3 of the methods was used. There were four types of stakeholders engaged
in the research – headmasters, teachers, students and educational experts. This is probably the first
time in Georgia, when the students’ perspective is taken into account in such a wide range4.
Method used could be divided in two groups – quantity and quality ones.
I QUANTITY METHOD – online questionnaire among directors and heads of SSG
In quantitative part of the study two groups of respondents were analysed. The first group consisted
of school directors, the second included students which were elected chairmen or were members of
students’ council in school year 2014/2015. In both cases respondents took part in the Computer
Assisted Web Interviews (CAWI), by filling out the online questionnaire. Study was carried out through
all October of 2015.
Questionnaires
The main goal of both questionnaires was to gather information and data on:
1. General social activity and decision-making power of Georgian students.
2. The role of the students’ council in schools.
3. The scope and specificity of SSG activities, including cooperation with other bodies.
4. Other initiatives (school clubs etc.) operating in schools.
5. Challenges ahead for student councils in Georgia.
Both questionnaires consisted of 44 questions in total. With only a very few differences most of
questions were kept identical both for directors and for students representatives. The main reason for
this was the need for comparisons of opinions of these two different groups.
Population and distribution of the questionnaire
In case of all school directors, data available to the public from the Ministry of Education and Science
of Georgia has been used. Given data covers the information on region, city, name of the school and
3

In the social sciences, triangulation is often used to indicate that two (or more) methods are used in a study
in order to check the results of one and the same subject.
4
However it should be mentioned that during this research it appears that LEPL - Children and Youth National
Center (www.cync.ge) , which is the agenda of Ministry of Sport and Youth Affairs, has conducted also
research about SSG among students but these were just 3 focus groups with students (each of them about 6-8
participants).
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contact data to all of the 2 076 directors present in the base. The invitation to participate in the study
was send by e-mail to all of directors. In the middle of the survey we conducted a check call to about
100 schools to remind about the questionnaire. The selection for check calls took into account
ministerial statistics about Georgian schools and the statistics on questionnaires already filled in. The
check call mostly covered minorities schools and regions, which were unrepresented in the sample of
already filled in questionnaires. Among 100 calls, only 8 schools refused to participate in the survey.
This action allowed obtaining eventually more representative sample. Besides to the above one
additional reminder e-mail was sent at the end of the study.
In case of students such a data base was not available. To contact with them and to invite them to
participate in the study we have used three different approaches. Firstly, we undertook a social media
promotion of the study (mainly through Facebook and students council web pages). Secondly, we
asked befriended organizations and educational experts to spread information about the research
among schools they cooperate with. Thirdly, we have asked school directors to forward a study
invitation email (with a direct link to the questionnaire), to chairmen or members of school council in
the school year 2014/2015. This action was made both via email and by phone. Overall, the latter way
of promotion (i.e. through directors) turned out to be more effective since only 11.4% of all
questionnaires were filled out after redirection from Facebook webpage.
Response rate
We have received similar feedback, in terms of number of questionnaires completely filled out. In total
297 directors and 272 students took part in the study. In case of the directors the response rate
amounted to 14.3%. In case of students it’s not possible to estimate response rate since the number
of total population of students being members or chairmen of school councils is not known.
Characteristics of the samples
Below some of the main characteristics of the directors’ and students’ samples were presented.
Directors
The sample of school directors is representative for the population with respect to the region of
Georgia. However three differences need to be pointed out. Firstly, there are no representatives of
Abkhazia region, which had the smallest share in the population (0.7% of total population). Secondly,
the share of Kakheti region representatives is larger in the sample than in population by 6.9%. At the
same time the share of Samtskhe-Javakhetia region representatives is smaller than in the population
by, 4.4%.
Table 1: The share of region representatives in population and sample – school directors
Region
Abkhazia
Adjara
Guria
Imereti
Kakheti
Kvemo Kartli
LECHKHUMI Lower Svaneti
Mtskheta-Mtianeti
Samegrelo Zemo Svaneti

Population
(N)
15
229
97
368
185
252
67
85
239

Sample
(N)
0
22
11
46
47
35
4
16
37
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Population
(%)
0,7%
11,0%
4,7%
17,7%
8,9%
12,1%
3,2%
4,1%
11,5%

Sample
(%)
0,0%
7,4%
3,7%
15,5%
15,8%
11,8%
1,3%
5,4%
12,5%

Difference
(%)
-0,7%
-3,6%
-1,0%
-2,2%
6,9%
-0,4%
-1,9%
1,3%
0,9%

Samtskhe-Javakheti
203
16
9,8%
5,4%
Shida Kartli
163
28
7,9%
9,4%
Tbilisi
173
35
8,3%
11,8%
Total
2076
297
100,0%
100,0%
Source: Ministry of Education and Science of Georgia; CAWI with school directors.

-4,4%
1,6%
3,5%
0,0%

Sample consisted of 68% female and 32% male school directors. Almost half of them were acting as a
school director for at least 5 years. Around 30% of them were directors for more than one year, but
less than five years. The remaining 21% of directors have experience of work as a director for less than
one year.
Figure 1: Gender (left panel) and experience of being a school director (right panel).

At least 5 years
Male
32%

49%

At least 1 year, but less than 5
years
Female
68%

30%

Less than 1 year

21%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Source: CAWI with school directors.
Around 63% of directors declared that their school is located in rural areas, while 37% in the Georgian
cities. This data corresponds to the distribution of schools observed in the whole population.
Directors under the investigation represent schools of different size. Around 29% of them work in
schools with up to 100 pupils, 26% work in schools in which number of pupils vary from 101 up to 200.
About 28% of directors manage the school with 201-500 pupils and nearly 17% work in school with a
larger number of pupils.
Figure 2: School localisation (left panel) and number of pupils (right panel).

Up to 100 pupils

Rural
area
63%

Urba
n
Area
37%

28,7%

From 101 up to 200 pupils

26,4%

From 201 up to 500 pupils
Over 500 pupils

28,0%
16,9%
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Source: CAWI with school directors.
In most schools participated in survey classes are taught entirely in Georgian. Only 5% of directors
declared that in their school lessons are conducted in other languages or in Georgian and other
languages, including Armenian, Azeri and Russian. This is a little less than in population of Georgian
schools, where the share of so called minority schools is about 20%.
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Directors were also asked if their school participated in projects for students self government
(organized by non-governmental or governmental institutions). Almost 28% of directors have
confirmed the occurrence of such an event.
Figure 3: The use of other then Georgian languages in school (left panel) and participation of school
in projects for self government (right panel).

Georgian

Yes
28%

95%

Other languages or Georgian
and other languages

No
72%

5%

0%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Source: CAWI with school directors.
Chairmen and members of students’ council
Questionnaire addressed to chairmen and members of students’ council was filled out by
representatives of all regions of Georgia, except one. Similarly to directors, there are no
representatives of Abkhazia region in the study. At the same time structure of students’ sample differs
from directors’ sample in five regions. Some major differences occurred in five regions including:
Adjara, Imereti, Kvemo Kartli, Shida Kartli, Tbilisi. There might be several reasons for this: one of them
is of course associated with the process of distribution of the invitation for survey. Since the invitations
were distributed indirectly (i.e. through directors, NGOs and social media), it’s hard to estimate how
many of them were actually send and eventually received by chairmen and members of students’
council. On the other hand in seven regions of Georgia, the share of students which took part in the
study is very similar to the distribution observed in the sample of directors. Additionally, as it is shown
later, sample of students and directors are similar with respect the school localisation and the use of
other then Georgian languages in school.
Table 2: The share of region representatives among the chairmen and members of students’ council
Region
Abkhazia
Adjara
Guria
Imereti
Kakheti
Kvemo Kartli
LECHKHUMI Lower Svaneti
Mtskheta-Mtianeti
Samegrelo Zemo Svaneti
Samtskhe Javakheti
Shida Kartli
Tbilisi

Directors
(N)

Students
(N)

0
22
11
46
47
35
4
16
37
16
28
35

0
44
10
5
41
49
8
7
36
20
49
3
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Directors
(%)
0,0%
7,4%
3,7%
15,5%
15,8%
11,8%
1,3%
5,4%
12,5%
5,4%
9,4%
11,8%

Students Difference
(%)
(%)
0,0%
0,0%
16,2%
8,8%
3,7%
0,0%
1,8%
-13,6%
15,1%
-0,8%
18,0%
6,2%
2,9%
1,6%
2,6%
-2,8%
13,2%
0,8%
7,4%
2,0%
18,0%
8,6%
1,1%
-10,7%

Total
297
272
100,0%
100,0%
Source: CAWI with school directors, chairmen and members of students’ council.

0,0%

Sample consisted of 66% girls and 34% boys. Most of students, at the moment of the study, were in
10th (43%) or 11th (49%) grade. Older students and those that have already finished the education
represented less than 10% of the sample.
Figure 4: Gender (left panel) and grade (right panel) of students.
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49%
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e
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school
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Source: CAWI with chairmen and members of students’ council.
Sample of students consisted of 70% chairmen and 30% of active members of students’ council.
Majority of them studied in schools in which only one, joint students’ council is present (both for
higher and lower grades). However in 28% of cases, students declared that there are two separate
councils in their school. Around 8% of students reported, that there is only one students’ council in
their school (for older pupils).
Figure 4: Share of chairmen in the sample of students’ council representatives (left panel) and
number of councils in the school (right panel)

One council (joint)

65%

Member
30%
Two councils
Chairman
70%

28%

One council (for older pupils)

8%
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Source: CAWI with chairmen and members of students’ council.
Similarly to directors’ study, students declared that in majority of cases lessons are conducted in
Georgian (93%). Around 69% of students admitted that their school is located in rural area. Again this
is close to the distribution observed in the directors’ study.
Figure 6: The use of other then Georgian languages in school (left panel) and school localisation
(right panel).
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Source: CAWI with chairmen and members of students’ council.
Above mentioned statistics allow us to conclude that the survey data can be considered as
representative for population of school directors at least in terms of region and location of the school.
In case of students survey (heads and members of the council), representativeness of the data is more
difficult to assess, since no information on population is available. However, given statistics shows that
again the study covered almost all regions and the share of urban and rural areas is close to population
distributions.
II QUALITY METHODS
1) Desk research
Desk research is a quality method based on analysis of already available information, printed or
published in Internet, which shows the current state of knowledge about studied issue. In this research
it was done in June, before the main research starts. Desk research gives us information what we can
find about SSG in Georgia from existing materials. Materials analyzed in the frame of the desk research
were:
• Legal documents
• analytical materials about SSG in Georgia
• school web sites - news about SSG, statute of SSG
• press releases (including activities of SSG, Civic Clubs)
• information about NGO and governmental projects supporting SSG
The following report contains only summary of the report from desk research. The full report from
desk research will be available only in electronic version. The desk research was prepared and written
by Liana Charkviani, who was also a research team member.
2) Case studies in Georgian schools
In the frame of the research there were conducted 8 case studies in Georgian schools. Main aim of
this method was to study deeply the local situation of the school – the way how SSG is functioning,
what is the level of students participation, what kind of factors favors or restrains the development
of the SSG on the school level.
Each case contains:
1) In-depth interview with director
2) In-depth interviews with 2-3 teachers or focus group with teachers
3) In-depth interview with head of student self government
4) Focus with 2-3 students
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Due to organizational problems (problems to catch all respondents in the school) not all the cases
were conducted in above mentioned way. Sometimes interviews with teachers and/or pupils were
conducted as diads or triads (in depth interviews with 2 or 3 respondents in the same time). In most
of the cases among interviewed teachers there was a civic education teacher, while among pupils ssg head or member of the previous year. The overall amount and division of interviews and
respondents was as following:
STAKEHOLDERS

NUMBER OF
RESPONDENTS

INTERVIEWS

IDIs
Diads/Triads
DIRECTORS
8
0
8
TEACHERS
4
6
19
STUDENTS
6
6
16*
* Among them 8 are SSG heads or members of the 2014/2015 school year
The interviews were conducted on the base of scenarios – separately for adults and students.
The cases where chosen by the few criteria:
1) regional differentiation
2) school localization - division into rural/urban schools
3) experience participating in the projects connected with SSG
The schools for the cases were fully Georgian, however there were 2 cases of schools with Russian
sector also. The process of choosing the school was based on the personal contacts and openness of
the school to participate in the research and organize all interviews. The final distribution of the cases
was as following:
REGIONS
Guria
Tbilisi
Kakhetia
Shida Kartli
Kvemo Kartli
Samtskhe Javakheti

RURAL

SUM

5

XX
X
X
X

URBAN
X
X

PROJECT
X
XX

X

XX

3

5 – with
3 - without

Such a division of the cases was based on the overall statistics about Georgian schools, which shows
that around 70% of all public schools are rural ones, as 30% are urban ones. In our cases selection this
division was on the level 62% and 37%. Rural schools were mostly situated in the villages with around
2000 inhabitants – only 1 of them was really small with 1200 habitants and 1 relatively big with 2800
habitants. Among cities, except Tbilisi, there were 2 capitals of the regions – one in rather small city
around 20.000 habitants and the second – middle size city with more than 100.000 habitants.
Speaking about criteria of the participation in NGOs projects we considered schools which participate
in the following projects:
 2 schools participating in PH International projects
 1 school participating in “School of democracy” - polish-Georgian project realized by Kartlosi
and Center for Citizenship Education
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 1 school participating in the Young Pedagogue's Union projects
 1 school participating in the World Vision projects
All these projects (except PH International) were directly connected with strengthening the SSG in the
schools through few years. Choosing 2 schools which participate in PH International program was
dictated by the feelings and hypothesis from the first expert group and from the desk research that
PH international projects however are focused on the civic education, they have rather low influence
on the way how SSG is functioning.
It should be stated that quality research have not shown if any of these criteria are especially
important in evaluating the level of SSG activeness or the level of awareness about students rights and
students participation. The studied cases do not differ from each other according to these criteria.
3) Individual interviews with experts
The individual in-depth interviews with experts were necessary to see the problem of SSG from
different perspective – not only people directly engaged in the schools but also these, who are
supporting schools in their development. Interviews with expert were very useful tool for validation
and verification of picture achieved in the schools. Taking into account experts’ opinions is necessary
if the research would be a tool of future advocacy and lobbing campaign. In this research we conduct
7 in-depth interviews with the representatives of 7 institutions. Among them were mostly NGOs
working in schools, but also governmental agendas and local government institution. Unfortunately
due to organizational problem we cannot organize interview with the representatives of any of the
ministries (Ministry of Sport and Youth Affairs or Ministry of Education). The experts were from such
institution as:
 Young Pedagogue's Union from Ozurgeti
 LEPL - Children and Youth National Center (www.cync.ge) , which is the agenda of Ministry
of Sport and Youth Affairs
 PH International Georgia
 The Union of Rustavi SSGs
 Georgian School Student Unions’ Alliance (GSSUA) – 2 persons – the founder of GSSUA and
the actual member
 Independent Journalists’ House (which cooperate a lot with schools in Batumi and Ajaria
region)
 Ngo “Our generation” – Chveni Taoba (from Batumi)
4) Discussion with expert in frame of expert groups
As it was mentioned, polish-Georgian project, in frame of which these research were conducted,
included also regular meeting with over a dozen educational experts. Researchers took part in all three
meetings, observing discussion and taking into consideration experts’ suggestions and opinions.
However the expert group was not a direct part of the research, participation in these meetings also
gave some new perspectives and fresh pair of eyes in understanding the issue of SSG in Georgian
schools.
The research was conducted by the Georgian-polish team, which consist of:
 Elzbieta Swidrowska – coordinator of the research, quality researcher, author of the report
(Poland)
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Rafal Trzciński – author of quantity research (Poland)
Michał Tragarz – Center for Citizenship Education consultant (Poland)
Sulkhan Chargeishvili – quality researcher and organizational coordinator of quantity research
(Georgia)
Liana Charkviani – quality researcher, author of the desk research report (Georgia)
Translators – Ketevan Maghradze-Lindeman, Marina Varsimashvili – Urbanovich and Georgij
Rukhadze (Georgia)

3. School aims and mission
The way how school aims and mission is formulated shows very often what attitudes and values are
important for the particular school. That’s why during case studies respondents were asked to
describe aims and mission of the school by their own words – not reading as it is stated in the school
status. As it could be assumed, the most popular and widespread answers were about ensuring the
high level of education and personal development of students and teachers. However for us, the
most interesting approaches were not these directly connected to education, but rather these which
pay attention to the upbringing and socializing role of the school. Although these answers were much
less spread among teachers and directors, still a lot of pedagogues point out this sphere of school
influence. On the other hand among 8 studied cases there were still some schools which do not pay
attention on this issue at all.
Respondents mentioned that the aim of the school is to up-bring open-minded citizen, responsible
for its country and its life, family:
 The aim of the school is to up-bring active citizen
 Up-bring tolerant citizen, democratic with developed individuality
 Up-bring law-abiding person who knows not only its rights but also obligations to oneself, to the
society and country [1]
 School aims at raising open-minded citizen. [2 director]
 upbringing open-minded students who will be capable to participate in society as active
citizens [3, director]
 to develop and up bring successful citizenship for the country [4]
Others also underlined that school mission is to encourage students personal development which will
be helpful in their future life.
 To steer students for correct way of life [5 students)
 To educate students, who will be able to realize themselves in their life [5 director]
However such declarations and way of understanding the aims of the school is highly appreciated, the
problem observed in the interviews was that nearly nobody cannot explain precisely what does it
mean, how it is manifested in the school life and what kind of school/teachers efforts assist students
in this process. Nearly nobody can bring examples what kind of school activities pursue these aims. It
seems that these declarations were kind of wishful thinking than describing reality of Georgian
schools.
Only one director pointed out that they are trying to up-bring active citizens by creating space for free
students’ expressions and for multilateral discussion (between students, directors, teachers and
parents). In particular it means to organize teaching and upbringing process in a cooperative,
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partnership atmosphere between students and teachers, equally involved in planning activities
(lessons as well as after curricular activities). This school was the only case when director by himself
understood that creating active citizen is possible only by giving students real possibility to influence
on the school – by creating real students participation.
It should be underlined that such a wishful thinking spread among teachers and directors shows that
the first step is achieved – pedagogues theoretically are aware of the school role, but did not know
how to reach it. Further research findings also confirm these observations.
4. Schools’ social activity
As studied cases shows the schools’ social activity in most of the schools is not very developed – it’s
very rarely related to solving problems or changing, improving something in the school, but more
often – to developing entertainment activities. Such situation is also confirmed by active NGOs
working in school environment and educational experts. The dominant position of all school
respondents was “our school is very friendly, with a positive atmosphere, so we haven’t got any tenses
and internal problems. That’s why social activity is focused only on entertainment activity, as we do
not have problems to solve”. Such attitudes are mostly because pedagogues as well as students are
not used to criticize their school, called existing problems or trying to solve them. Mostly they called
global or nationwide problems, waiting to be solved by external actors as government, NGOs or other
institutions, but not school itself. This is especially popular when talking about infrastructure problems
– students and teachers notice them, they are nervous about them, but they cannot imagine that even
such problems could be solved by themselves. This is mostly because teachers and students don’t
know how they could change their local reality and they cannot see the perspective for change.
During quality research even though principals,
To what extent do you agree with the following
teachers and students want to boast their
statement: Most students are eager to get
schools, they were open to critically judge
involved in social activities in our school.
social life in their schools, pointing mostly low
80%
68%
70%
level of social engagement. This did not happen
55%
60%
during the quantity research. The result of
50%
40%
different types of questions shows that
28%
30%
20%
respondents are very satisfied with social
20%
8%
6%8%
engagement in Georgian schools.
3%
2%1%
10%
0%
I totally I agree I do not I totally It's hard
By the questionnaires, school directors and
agree
agree disagree to say / I
students’ council representatives (chairmen or
don't
Directors
know
members of the council) were asked to share
Chairmen and members of students’ council
opinions on general students involvement in
social activities carried out at their school. Both groups gave a similar answer Overall, about 88% of
directors and 83% of students totally agrees or agrees with a statement: Most students are eager to
get involved in social activities in our school.

Some variation of opinions has been found among the representatives of the students’ council. A more
negative assessment of student involvement was observed among schools located in urban areas –
nearly quarter of their representatives do not agree or totally disagree with the above statement.
Interestingly it seems that positive opinions are less likely for older students and graduates. This is
especially visible when looking only at the extreme answers. For example, 34% of students from 10 th
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grade strongly agree that students are willing to involve in social activities and only 6% of them totally
disagree with this. At the same time none from the graduates totally agree with this statement, but
29% totally disagree.
To what extent do you agree with the following statement: Most students eager to get
involved in social activities in our school?
10th grade (N=118)

34%

11th grade (N=132)

24%

12th grade (N=15)

57%

20%

Graduate (N=7)

I agree

8%

8%

67%

57%
0%

I totally agree

52%

6%

9%

13%

14%

20%
40%
60%
I do not agree
I totally disagree

29%
80%
100%
It's hard to say / I don't know

Source: CAWI with chairmen and members of students’ council.

A more detailed look at students and other groups’ involvement in social activities in schools gives the
next figure. Both directors and representatives of students’ council range in the same order given
bodies, starting from members of the council. What is maybe not surprising more than 90% of
students’ council representative admitted that member of the council get involved very often or rather
often in social activities undertaken in school. Important is that this opinion is shared also by 84% of
directors. The second most involved in social activities group seem to be the teachers. It’s worth to
note however that assessment given by directors is a little more critical. The least involved group in
social activities in schools, are parents. Slightly more than one-fifth of both groups of respondents
admitted that parents, get involved very often or rather often in social school activities.
These quantity data differ from opinions
collected during quality research; moreover
they are contradictory to widespread opinion
among schools and education activists that
social life in Georgian schools is on the very
low level. Such data shows once more
mechanism of wishful thinking – directors as
well as students have such a strong feeling
about how it should be, that it highly
influence on the true assessment of the
reality.
4.1.Types of social engagement
School social activities mentioned by
respondents could be divided in such
categories:
1) Club of different interests

How would you rate the involvement of the
following groups in social activities in your
school?
Sum of answers - very often + rather often
Members of the
council

92%
84%
89%
79%

Teachers

74%
73%

Members of Civic Club
Regular school
students

63%
56%
47%
46%

Other school clubs
Parents

22%
21%

Chairmen and members of students’ council
Directors
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These clubs are mainly focused on developing specified students’ skills or interests. Mostly the
initiative to create them comes from teachers or from external projects. These are: film club, reading
club, club of young intellectuals, debate club, club of arts, eco clubs, and sport clubs. In urban schools
sometimes such clubs are additionally paid and they are conducted by external professionals or school
teachers – these are dance clubs, national instrument club or folklore club. Very rarely the idea of such
clubs goes from the students. However there are some good examples of such initiative:
There is a drama club. Creation of this club was an initiative of one of members of SSG. They staged a
piece “Mother of Georgia” [5,students]
What was interesting in this case that none of adults – neither teachers, nor directors pointed out that
this club exists in the school. Among studied cases there was also an example when club of young
intellectuals created by SSG students gets so high interests of local municipality, that local authority
spread this idea among other schools within municipality. In result, in all schools of this municipality
the intellectual championship is organized regularly.
Surprisingly very few schools pointed out the sport clubs, activity as the way of school life and even
though most of them have gym hall it is not used as social place for after curricula activities.
2) Civic clubs
Among studied cases, 3 of them were schools where the program of PH International is carried out
and 1 of them was the school where the PH project finished few years ago. In all of PH schools the
civic club is functioning very well, even there, where project ends 3 years ago. In other schools there
are no civic clubs at all. Civic clubs are facilitated by the civic education teacher. The schools taking
part in PH project were also the only examples where the activities conducted by school were more
focused on changing the reality – in the schools or in the local community. Among Civic clubs activities
were:
 Advocacy work around problem of street lightening in the school neighborhood – civic clubs
members wrote a letter to the local authority of the village asking to solve the problem and it
was fixed in the next year.[3]
 Advocacy campaign around the access to drinking water at school – civic clubs members doing
their best to solve this problem together with local authorities, however the problem was too
huge for the whole village [5]. In another school the problem of drinking water was solved by
civic club.[7]
 solving the problem of rubbish container at the school territory [5]
 solving the problem of uncured road straight to the school [5]
 developing the school library [7]
All these activities were mostly done by civic clubs members, but in some schools they were closely
cooperate with SSG members.

3) Subject activities
In some schools respondents called some actions related to different subject as social activities
however most of them are onetime actions or competitions within subjects. The only really social
activity mentioned by teacher, related to the subject was teacher initiative to gather recyclable
papers, deliver it to the recyclable paper spot and then - getting books instead [2]. These are some
examples how teachers are trying to motivate students during the lessons
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It should be mentioned that in studied cases (neither urban nor rural ones) there were no examples
of subject clubs, where students could develop their subject interests in a less formal way than at the
lessons. Students asked about the possibility to create such clubs mostly answered that they have no
idea how to do it, who is able to create it and what kind of steps they can take to organize it:
We would like to have a history club, during which we can get additional information. But nobody
asked us before about our ideas. We haven’t proposed it as we don’t know don’t know if there will be
engagement form other students. [6]
As results of the quantity study shows the variety of clubs present in schools is strongly limited to 3
types - civic clubs, sport and ecological ones. These are present in about 40-50% of schools which
participate in the survey, while others club are much less present (all of them pointed out only 12% of
directors).
4) Ecological actions
In many schools ecological actions are one of the most important social activities. However they are
mostly single actions as planting trees in the schoolyard or somewhere in the village or cleaning up
actions or collecting paper to have books or financial support instead. These actions sometimes were
related to eco-clubs activities but mostly it was all school action. Sometimes these actions are
conducted with a close cooperation with municipality or other schools.
5) Traditional, calendar events
These are mostly events related to calendar holidays as e.g. Teachers Day, The last call, 8 March or
events related to some important persons in the literature, history etc. These events are fully teachers’
initiatives and students mostly even do not point it out as social activities.
6) Charity events
Charity events are the most common way of social activities of the students and teachers. Sometimes
there is even such a feeling that for principals the argument that students organize charity actions is
the main evidence of the active school community. Very often charity actions are carried out not only
at school but they are somehow switched with activity outside the school – by giving clothes to people
in needs, by organizing paid action in the schools and then buying products for elder people. It is
interesting that the schools, that organize such types of charity actions were mostly schools, where
PH International project was implemented, however actions weren’t conducted only by civic clubs.
7) Activities organized or planned by the Ministries
Some schools also pointed out some programs, trainings or competitions organized by Georgian
ministries – Ministry of Education, Ministry of Sport and Youth Affairs or Ministry of Internal Affairs.
However none of them includes any components of strengthening students participation in school life
or in decision making process. Most of them were somehow related to the possibility to get grant or
prize for the school or for the particular student.
8) Initiatives with local authorities
Among school activities sometimes there are some kinds of actions done in cooperation with local
authorities. However as interviews showed these were rather formal meetings, invitations for school
event or supportive role in developing the school infrastructure. From time to time such cooperation
is related to students’ visits in local authorities offices or participating in proceedings of local
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authorities councils. All these activities are rather the element of wider project/activity than special
initiative to create cooperation between schools and local authorities. The role of such cooperation is
rather formal one.
9) Cooperation with other schools
Cooperation with other schools is not very widespread – especially in the village schools it’s very rare.
Sometimes there are school to school exchanges but mostly there is an atmosphere of competition
than cooperation. Contacts among schools are mostly around sport championships, subject or art
competitions. The interesting idea is developed in Rustavi, where in the municipality exists a body
called Union of school governments, focused on strengthening all SSGs in the city.
10) Visits in external institutions
Another type of social school activity is to organize meetings, trips, exchanges with institutions
external to the school. These are for examples – visits in universities, to court of justice, public service
institutions. These initiatives are mostly related to the Civic Clubs activities. It is easily observed that
members of Civic Clubs much more often realize any activities outside the school than other students.
4.2. Main problems and challenges around social engagement in the schools
 “Students are not active” – teachers perspective
The feeling that overall level of social engagement in the school environment is rather low is
widespread. However when students used to admit it according to themselves, teachers mostly
pointed out only students low engagement, forgetting about themselves. Teachers very rarely
understood that their level of social engagement influences a lot on the students attitudes.
The only obstacle is – low interests among pupils, other obstacles do not exist – teachers are very
open to discuss problems, there is no inclusion. [6, teacher]
Teachers as well as directors very easily excuse children by indicating objective reasons which prevents
students from social engagement. Among them are:
 students’ family responsibilities – students are obliged to help parents in house-keeping and
farm activities
Low performance of the students is that they are actively involved in housekeeping and
farming activities [3]
 Students being overloaded by the curriculum and lessons schedule – students have too
many lessons to be able to engage in other activities. That’s why some teachers find out the
possibility to activate students only in reduction of curriculum lessons.
It’s possible to organize clubs – musical ones, theater ones – but it needs time which students
haven’t got. Our Ministry of Education should think how to organize it [in reducing number
of lessons] [6]
 students feel hungry, which prevents students to stay in school after lessons
Teachers very often associated social life with huge amount of time spent in after lessons time. Very
rarely they can imagine that social engagement of students may be a coherent element of the
educational process and it could be realized during students’ stay in school.
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Only few teachers were prone to admit that the factor which prevents social school engagement is
their lack of time. One of the reasons for that is the low teachers’ salaries, which force them to engage
in other activities after school work.
Even though, all above mentioned arguments contain a grain of truth, it seems that teachers too easily
find “objective” and external arguments for not being engaged than trying to find out the way how
their and students engagement could be improved. They very often just stated – “student are not
engaged/not active” but it’s not accompanied by the question why and efforts to change it.
 Lack of students’ engagement as a result of teachers attitudes
Sometimes the lack of students’ engagement results from the teachers’ reaction to their initiatives. In
few of the studied schools, it appears that students’ indifference to the social life emerged directly
from the previous situation, when their initiative met with teachers rejection. Unpleasant or lack of
teachers reaction for students initiatives, devoid of convincing arguments and partner discussion
completely refrain students from being active.
[The lack of students’ engagement] is not because students are not active, but it’s because we get
rejected all the time when we initiate something. So we stopped. Once we tried to organize film
screening at the school, but the idea was rejected just because school doesn’t have space for it, doesn’t
have proper infrastructure like projector. Then students we said there is a small cinema in the village,
but the school administration didn’t support us to get in touch with the cinema and to make movie
screening there. [2]
The lack of concrete reaction for students request in every day school life problems also deprives
students’ trust to teachers, directors. If repeated few times students request about concrete issue in
the school is not followed by concrete teachers reaction, pupils feels that nobody cares about their
opinion, which in the future restrain from being active. Following example shows how it leads to lack
of trustees:
Sometimes cleaner lady makes us going out of the classroom just because she needs to clean it. We
informed school principal about this fact 3 times and she promised them to solve this problem but until
now nothing is done.
Lack of students engagement results also from directors’ arguments about lack of financial
resources for students initiatives. When students’ idea comes to such argument, which very often only
sounds to be very objective and impossible to be solved, students easily abandon this idea – they even
do not start to find solutions as they do not feel space for it. The examples when students were able
to find out necessary resources shows that sometimes the financial sources are not the main obstacle
in implement students initiative – much stronger is teachers or directors attitude to students ideas.
On the other hand positive adults’ reaction to students’ initiatives gives pupils energy to act.
 Students have no idea how social life in the school could looks like
As it results from some of the cases and what students also admit – very often students have no idea
how they can be engaged in school social life. Having no examples nor in families nor at schools they
are not able to find out what kind of social activities could be done in the schools. On the other hand
interviewed students mentioned sometimes that nobody has discussed it with them, nobody give
them possibility to create activities. So the problem is like closed circle – students has no initiatives
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because of the lack of knowledge and examples, they very often waiting for teachers initiative or at
least suggestion to organize something - and at the same time teachers are waiting for students’
initiatives, declaring that they can help but students are not active at all.
 Initiatives in teachers hand
On the other hand, in the schools where some initiatives are taken the initiative is mostly in teachers’
hand. The teachers explain it by the low initiative from students’ side, while they have no feeling that
they can propose something.
School students hardly initiate any ideas or projects at school. That is why we all the time are obliged
to push students and suggest them some ideas. [3, teachers]
Mostly, students are involved in teachers’ ideas but still they are not their tasks and initiatives. As all
activities are from teachers side students are not motivated to propose something by their own.
Once you suggest students to implement something they are following, for example we implemented
project about bullying where we organized discussion with students and parents about bullying,
students were actively involved but this was initiated by teachers not by students. [3, teachers]
 Lack of social competences among teachers
One of the reasons why teachers are not engaged into school social life is that they do not feel
themselves enough competent for such activities.
We want younger students to be engaged as well but they need skills for it. Unfortunately we
can’t provide training for them [3]
As studied cases shown, even civic education teachers are mostly not prepared and not feeling able
to encourage students to be active. They teach them civic engagement but at the same time very
rarely they are able to show it in practice. To avoid feeling lack of competence teachers prefer to
avoid any activity than to do it in unprofessional way. That’s why teachers expect that this gap will be
filled by external stakeholders or institutions – mostly non-governmental organizations, who could
take the role of students’ facilitators and animators of school social life
We aren’t experts in every subject that is why we want our students to be involved in some
activities where they can be informed better by professionals, like environment protection,
child rights and bullying [3]
The problem is that teachers mostly expect that NGOs or other ‘professionals’ will take in their hands
all the tasks and responsibilities around this social issues – in a way that students will be developing
but it will not need engagement from teachers side. Nearly none of the interviewed teachers has
mentioned that he/she would like learn how to encourage students.
On the other hand teachers, even if they understand that they are not able to activate students, they
are not looking for NGOs or projects on their own, instead waiting for directors’ or NGOs own
initiatives.
 Activities are not interesting for youth – rarely somebody ask what students wants to do
Sometimes, activities, actions planned by teachers or principals are not interested itself for students,
but students do not feel comfortable to express it. In result they are in a role of executors of teachers
ideas. In other schools even activities proposed by students through students self government are also
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not interesting for other students. These are the moments when students learn on their own examples
how participation in planning even entertainment activities is important:
There were some cases when SSG decide to do something, but other students said this is not a
problem – we failed. One example is a clean-up action. If we have enough time – we are organizing
big meetings asking what we want to do. And in one of such meetings students said that they
don’t want clean up action.[4, ssg head]
There are also cases when students understand that without knowing what all the school community
wants to organize there is no possibility to make people engaged. This brings to conducting the
problem or needs diagnosis in the school community. Mostly such idea is a result of the NGOs project
or students itself, but nearly never by teachers. In one of the cases it was the idea of new SSG head.
At first I want to make a kind of election to get information what fields of interests pupils have
and then we will know what kind of clubs are needed at school. Something kind of diagnosis. Then
we will create these clubs. [6, ssg head]
 Social students’ activity generated by NGOs
Most of the social students’ activity is generated by NGOs or other external to school institutions. Very
rarely, if there is no cooperation with NGOs or other institution, the school community is conducting
any social activities. If it so – there are mostly charity actions or clean up actions, but nothing more.
Moreover, teachers and principal asked about the social activity in the school show their expectation
that it’s NGOs, who can develop such social attitudes among students. Furthermore, even there,
where some NGOs projects were implemented, the school administration together with students
didn’t continue to develop this outside of the project frames, but just stopped together with project’
end. It seems that schools start to be addicted from NGOs projects. The favorite teachers’ argument
why some initiative was not continued is that because the school does not have money to prolong
such activities. However, if you go much more inside – it appears that it’s not a question of money but
way of thinking outside the project frames. One of the examples is film club in one of the schools,
created in the frame of the NGOs project – it works some time very well, but after that it stops. Why?
Because project end. But why film club needs project if the school has projector, films and white wall
teacher cannot explain. This shows how this project addiction somehow kills the creativeness of the
schools, however without them the social school activeness probably would be on much lower level.
One of the arguments shown by teachers and directors for the necessity of the projects is that external
people, experts are much more effective in paying students’ attention and working effectively with
them. However this argument is widely known in NGOs environment it also could be an easy argument
to cede socializing role on NGOs.
Sometimes, when in the village or in the city district there is a strong NGOs or other institution (e.g.
youth palace, youth parliament) schools administration and teachers released themselves from the
socializing and upbringing role. They are mostly not against it or even support students participation
there, but they will hardly support it by doing something parallel in the school.
 Good practices of social engagement gives students a lot of motivation
Even though a lot of above mentioned arguments and obstacles sometimes are really strong, at the
same time, the examples of the schools where something positive has happened, where students
were able to create something by their own – these examples gives other students believe, trust and
lot of energy to continue such work.
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I get more active, get communication and presentation skills, benefits of this program – students get
information which they don’t have. The students are really interesting about the trainings, they always
come for trainings, but that’s because we are mostly asking students what kind of trainings they want.
We mostly work on demand of the pupils. And that’s why it’s interesting for them [4, students].
 Civic education do not generate social activity
From studied cases as well as interviews with experts it appears that just introduction of civic
education into the curriculum does not generate higher social activity. As few teachers of civic
education stated, they teach only theory and practice is somewhere behind them. Teachers
underlined that the number of the civic education hours is too small to organize something in practice,
that’s why they expect that NGOs will fulfilled role of students’ social animators.
On the other hand quality shows that civic education teachers has still lack of knowledge, lack of
experience, examples how civic education could be implemented into real life. They very often look
ahead not having in mind the aim of the civic education, but focusing on fulfilled the civic education
curriculum program. That’s why in most of the schools there is no connection between civic education
as a subject and school social life. Moreover teachers of civic education are not very often these who
are liked by pupils the most or who are full of favor to work with pupils actively. In schools, which
attend to PH International project this is less common, however participating in this project also does
not mean that there is easy correlation between civic education as a subject and school civic
engagement.
 Rare engagement of all school community
The problem of social engagement in Georgian schools is also that most of the school activities does
not engage all the school community. Mostly, in schools where any social projects are conducted, but
where organizers (NGOs, principals, teacher, other external organizations) do not pay attention to
include somehow all school community – there projects or social actions are limited to small group of
people. This results in overall low level of school engagement – the projects have influence only on
small groups of students, while others do not have even idea that such projects are conducted. If so the effects of such projects are also short-termed as they do not influence on the school but particular
pupils who are finishing it in couple of years. This means that the idea of such project - to make school
more open and sociable is somehow missed. Such observations were made during all quantity
research and it refers to different projects – PH ones, but also others. The key role is how project
organizers have planned the project but also how teachers implement it in the particular school. It
seems that only when there are project conditions which somehow force directors and teachers to
include to the project all the school community – only then there is a higher probability that it will be
so. Otherwise teachers or school leaders are focused to collect only the most appropriate for them
participants not thinking about need of all community. It is very common when particular teacher
comes up with concrete idea and he/she even does not think about possibility to organize it for all
school students, but they are focused on their more liked students/classes or on members of SSG.
Sometimes teachers even do not think to involve all school students.
We want to involve students in social life, but students are mostly lazy to be actively involved. There
are very few initiatives suggested by the students and when we suggested - very few students from
school students’ council were involved in recycling action, the rest didn’t want to participate. But it’s
true that we only promote this action among members of school students’ council.
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Among studied cases there were schools, where NGOs project aimed to include all or majority of the
school community – by making a kind of problem or needs diagnose around the school or by organizing
widespread campaign for all students (CEO-KARTLOSI project, World Vision project). What is
interesting is that even of project condition is to come to as wide school community as it is possible –
teachers or directors used to organize it in a way they used to – with the most active/responsible
students (which are mostly the best students in the educational sphere).
5. Role of different stakeholders and bodies in the school
From studied cases the overall atmosphere seems to be very friendly, often with very close
relationships between students, teachers and principals. However the way of thinking about role of
each stakeholder is rather traditional – the school is to learn, students coming there for education
and teachers are giving it to them. The upbringing aims of the schools, even they are recalled, but
implemented very rarely. Still the authority style management is common, which is mainly based on
the fear before the Ministry.
Participation is mostly associated with solving problems if they appears (most of the people declare
that they do not exist) not with students’ education to be able to influence on something or to learn
how to convince other to their opinion.
Among teachers is still present attitude that students’ social activity is just entertainment, which
should be only after all educational process is finished. They diagnose lack of students’ engagement,
lack of responsibilities, but in the same time they are not making any space for students, they do not
propose initiative or they invite students to have influence in a very passive way.
Principles are almost conscious in which spheres students should have influence however mostly
because of lack of time, human resources, creative attitude they trying to implement the minimum
which is necessary. The level of involving students very often depends on the personal attitudes of the
principals. It could be stated that nowadays in many schools there appears new, younger directors,
which gives possibility to change the situation, as most of the problems is associated with mentality
and old type of school management.
Among studied cases there are examples which shows that such reality is possible to be changed in
future – participating in NGOs projects, which generate real students participation, changes of the
director for the younger one, having ideas how to involve students – all these experiences shows to
all stakeholders that there is possibility to change the situation in the school. This in results brings
satisfaction not only for students, but also teachers and principals.
5.1. Spheres of students influence
During study cases we have focused on few spheres, in which students’ participation should be
included.
CHANGING THE TEACHER
Changing the teacher is the most popular sphere on which there is a mutual agreement that students
should have influence and they really have. In nearly all cases there were situations, when teacher
was changed as a result of students’ reaction. Teachers and principal with no hesitation agreed, that
this is for sure a space, in which students should have feel comfortable to express themselves and to
influence on the school administration. Many adults stressed that it should be supported by
arguments why students want to change the teacher. The procedure of making this change depends
on the situation – mostly it’s based on direct talk between director and students (rather form the
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particular classes), sometimes it’s solved by SSG in the name of one of the classes, sometimes the
decision is discussed on BoT.
INTERNAL RULES
There is no such a habit that internal rules are created in cooperation with pupils, however there were
few examples when rules has been changed by the discussion with pupils (f.e. decision about school
uniform – how should it look like or should it be or not - 4). In this case, teachers often agree that
students should have influence, but mostly because they hope that students participating in the
creation of such rules will have a result in better following the rules. So teachers and principals are
paying attention here mostly on student duties, penalties etc, while for students the most important
is to influence on their rights. They should participate in the creation of internal rules (school status),
especially in terms of punishment for misconduct. [5]
CHOOSING THE BOOKS
It’s one of the spheres which cause opposite reaction. Students mostly are for such an influence,
however very often they have no idea of such a right and they are not invited for such a choice.
Sometimes students bring adult arguments that they as students are not competent enough to make
such decision - that students could choose on the base of visual attractiveness. Such students’ reaction
mostly results from lack of knowledge that they have such a right. Teachers are not interested in
students’ participation in the process of choosing book – they even didn’t invite us for such [7]
Principals mostly agree that it’s necessary to hear students’ opinion, however they do not made
anything to create such a possibility. Arguments given are sometimes organizational one – that
decision is made during the holidays or that even teachers haven’t got all the samples of existing
books, so there is nothing to be proposed to the children. At least there appears argument that this
decision is made one in 5 years, so it’s hard to engage students. In few cases principals declare that
they will try to organize it next year. The most doubts have teachers, who seem to be afraid their area
of influence is in danger. Mostly teacher stressed that they are the only ones who are orientated
enough to make such choose effective. It applies also to civic education teachers who cannot imagine
that students could be able to help them in this process - Of course I don’t see any role of students, it
a sensitive issue, students have no idea about the content, [6,teacher] Sometimes the argument is that
books are chosen by the same subject teachers on the chair meeting, so it’s obvious that students
cannot take part in. In other situation teacher are even able to find that Ministry do not allow teachers
to choose the books with students’ participation.
PLANNING THE BUDGET
This is also a sphere of differentiated attitudes. Principals mostly agree that students should have
participate in this process in the frame of participating in BoT, however few times appears that
principals declared students engagements, but students deny that they even take part in any
meetings. Probably here the key factor which plays important role is the principal consciousness that
students have such a right – that’s why they mostly declare it happens in their school. The good
practice also appears when from principle initiative there was organize all school questionnaires how
concrete amount of the money should be spent. Teachers once more are the most objecting side they are mostly against thinking that this is the sphere only for school administration management.
They allow situation as lord and the people relation, when students can kindly ask for some laris.
Partnership planning is rather not considered, mostly because lack of competence. It refrains also to
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civic education teachers: Students of course mustn’t made a decision about it but if in budget there
will be several amount of money for students we can ask them what they want to be done with this
money [4]. Students mostly haven’t known that possibility to influence exist, mostly they are not
invited on the meetings. They have only awareness that they can ask for money they will get principals
agreement, however mostly the relation is subject – ruler not any partnership relation.
CHOOSING THE DIRECTOR
Mostly teacher as well as student have no knowledge is it possible – all rather suspect that it’s not, as
principals are appointed by the Ministry. There were few schools where teachers know that this
influence is made through the BoT, but no one can bring concrete example even though the principals’
election were not so long ago. Some adults also give arguments that election are made in holidays so
there is no possibility to engage students somehow. Students stressed that they never take part in
discussion about the director. But among cases there were also good practice when the head of SSG
organize an all school election – questionnaire to students on which of 2 candidates for principals he
should stay for at the BoT meeting [8]. The idea of such questionnaire was proposed by the teacher of
civic education.
ROOM CHANGES, ACCESS TO THE ROOMS
Mostly students as teachers agree that such influence exits, students have possibility to paint the room
for the color they like or organize something in the rooms after lessons. On the other hand as students
as teachers are not able to imagine easily that students comes with ideas how they want to spend
afternoon in the class (in gym or in class by watching the films) – both groups find out non rational
arguments talking about security, lack of technical possibilities. Significant was one situation when in
the school where there was a film club before students asked to organize film afternoon in one of the
rooms and for teaches it appears to be impossible to organize because of lack of possibilities (even
though projector, film and white wall was achievable).
PLANNING ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
This issue is it seen as a sphere mostly under school administration decision or even ministerial level.
This is also students’ feelings. Teachers often associated participation in this area with informing how
criteria are formulated. There was only one situation when principal understood that constructing
such criteria together make students feel more comfortable Teachers are communicating with
students, taking ideas of the students, then they discuss about it, collecting ideas together – teacher
think how good is it and finally he/she is writing these criteria. (ART)
CHOOSING ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS
This sphere is also under doubts and circumstances which in the adults’ opinion prevents possibility
of students influence. The one is that schools getting already limited list of such subjects, which are
sometimes totally uninteresting for the pupils. The second reason is that these additional subjects
should be conducted by teachers in their average salary and responsibilities so the choice of the
subject is very often dictated by the formal possibilities than students needs.
5.2 Students influence shown by the survey
To have a wider perspective we asked about students influence in our survey. Representatives of the
council and school directors were asked to assess on which decision students have actually a real
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influence. The overall distribution of answers suggests that both groups share similar opinions, at least
when looking at the sum of answers (rather yes and definitely yes) related to each subject. Results
shows that there is a high conviction that students has real influence on the school (most all the
spheres has more than 50% declarations of students and directors). The scope of students influence
declared by heads of SSG and principles differ from the picture collected in the case studies. It could
be because of the wishful thinking mechanism and high consciousness how it should be. This very
often does not allow respondents to declare something different. In quality research, there was much
more possibilities to concretize what are the examples of the influence – which was observed to be
difficult for teachers and students.
Interestingly, issues, in which students has the highest influence, are the ones which could be called
as “entertainment activities”:
 organization of the school events,
 actions of the student council
 the arrangement of classrooms.
The others – “more serious ones” are at the bottom of the list. This confirms the results from the
schools –issues connected with decision making process are rather far from students influence.
Similarly both groups of respondents were asked to share their opinions about school decisions,
indicating those, which should be actually influenced by students. The sum of answers definitely yes
and rather yes, is higher than in first case. This means that students’ real influence on decision-making
process in schools is smaller than it should be – both in opinion of student’s council representatives,
but also in opinion of directors. Generally speaking there is a gap between a common practice and the
desired situation.
Secondly, differences in distribution of answers are even bigger when looking at the extreme answers.
This includes especially three first issues which are:




organization of the school parties, ceremonies and art events,
actions of the student council
The arrangement of classrooms.

If we compare figure XX and figure XXX it appears that when talking about expectations – directors as
well as students are much more convinced how strong influence of students in these 3 spheres
should really be. The share of answers definitely yes in expectations is much larger than when talking
about reality. This could mean that students as well as directors are very conscious about the norms
– how students influence should looks like, but it’s not so effectively implemented in reality.
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Definietly yes

5.3. Board of trustees – its role and students participation there
According to regulations, the Board of Trustees (BoT) is one the crucial body, which role is to ensure the
principles of democratic management in Georgian schools. Students’ council representative should be a
member of a BoT, with a right to vote in numerous of important issues for school. That’s why while studying
the role of SSG we pay attention on the role of BoT.
The Board of Trustees – its role and effectiveness was very strongly criticized by teachers and adults from
all cases except one. Students mostly have very small knowledge about BoT (some of them even don’t know
about it. However they were SSG heads or members). Teachers and principals very often are not acquainted
with the BoT role – in many cases they cannot evoke all or most of the BoT tasks. Moreover, in reality BoT
plays its role only formally - talking about the real BoT position in the school teachers and principals
mentioned only very minor of them:
 decision on renting out free room [1]
 Director election – The only real function is to elect director. The rest of them don’t work. Each
director makes his own policy there [1]
 facilitate school students council election process - (in the past) now this function was deleted by
Resource Center suggestion [2]
 signing on final budget template [2]
 only approved decisions made before – f.e. school mission which was created by the working groups
[2]
 signing documents given by director [5]
 Approve and take a decision to finance from the school budget. [3]
 agree for giving some money to student/parents initiative - f.e. for trip for the top students (DOES),
for refresh the library [4] - The only real decision of school council I remember is that last year
teachers and parents insisted to finance school trip for students having high academic performance
 decided how to punished teacher [6]
BoT composition
In half of the studied schools the BoT composition model was 3+3+1+1 - teachers, parents, students, local
authority), while in other half - 3+3+1, without local representative. Nearly nobody understand what for
the representative of the local authority is there and nobody can point out what he/she is doing there
except being present on meetings.
The problematic issue about the composition is parents’ participation as it is very hard to motivate them.
Sometimes it’s even so strong, that principals openly ask parents to be there only for formalities.

Among parents almost no one wants to be elected therefore to tell the truth I ask them to be
symbolically involved in the school council, as I need to fulfill the number of parents who should be
members of school council [2]
Students participation in BoT it’s also very often only formality – there were even few cases when directors
declarations and student one do not switch to each other – students doesn’t know about any BoT meetings,
while directors assured that in the BoT students are there. Generally speaking teachers as well as students
were of opinion that 1 student representative of students is really enough and by him/her students have
really influence on decision making process.
Opinions about BoT
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Nearly all respondents criticize very strongly the reality of BoT functioning. Teachers as principles, but
also experts stressed that this body is totally ineffective. However nobody has taken initiative to make
this body alive. The dominant attitude is: “Ministry expect it from us, it’s written in the law, so we meet
these requirements just to be done, even if we know that this is totally ineffective and do not help
school at all.” It seems that the main role of BoT – being a participatory body, where all stakeholders
can express themselves and where they could have some influence on the school – this role is totally
missed both – in reality but also in the discussion. The main critics were around:








Ineffective body – only formal one, because nearly no one understand well, what the BoT is and
how it could be effective. Lack of knowledge, lack of good examples, any kind of support,
consultations etc. Nor teachers, nor parents are interested to participate in it. The most motivated
group are students, however they mostly do not have any influence there
A body which serves to director – not a decision maker body, but institution for giving approval for
director decisions. School council is more symbolic as main decisions at school are mainly made by
the school principal (BAKUR). Sometimes the reason for that is that teachers, parents and students
totally trust director so they do not need to take part in any decision making process.
Well planned in theory, very poor implementation as it’s not independent body – although BoT
has privileges to take decisions, there is still fear to take decisions independently, f.e. - school
council decides to make shorter lessons due to the renovation and heating system, legally we can
do it but in practice we need to arrange this with the Resource center, which takes a lot of time [2]
If BoT is finding some problem they are sending letter to the Ministry and asking them to solve it.
BoT should have possibility to solve the problem by themselves, they mustn’t be responsible before
Ministry – they should solve the problem locally. (ART)
Ineffective because there are incompetent people – teachers as well as parents seems to have no
knowledge how school is managed, how budget should be constructed and BoT should mostly
support director in finding additional resources for the school

Quantity study gives us much more positive picture. In quantity study we have asked to indicate all of those
BoT activities in which SC representative was actually involved during the 2014/2015 school year. Still
shocking is the overall ideal picture of BoT and students’ influence there in both groups (students and
directors) we can observe high percentage of indications that students has influence on the listed issues.
It surprises a lot especially that in all school from cases BoT was not considered as an effective body, which
really makes decisions. It still remains as an open question why these declarations defer so much.
As the figure shows, in most of the issues directors reported higher involvement of SSG representative in
BoT, than it was actually declared by students. The biggest differences concerned following issues:
 approval of the disciplinary committee – 85% of directors and 73% of students indicated actual SSG
participation
 approval of the school’s internal regulations - mentioned by 79% of directors and 69% of students
 approval of the school budget - indicated by 60% directors and 50% students
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The opposite situation can be observed only in two cases – namely 79% of students and 71% of
directors declared that SSG representative presented proposals to BoT regarding all important matters
for school. Similarly 61% of students and 54% of directors admitted that SSG representative
participated in the election of the BoT. The least likely involvement of SSG concerned deliberation
regarding the task of conduction of the final exam and participation in the termination of the teacher’s
employment agreement. What is interesting, some variety in answers was found, depending on the
school’s characteristic. Higher overall involvement of SSG representative in BoT was found in case of
schools where two separate students’ councils are present (for younger and older students) and in
relatively larger schools, with a number of students exceeding 500.
Teachers and principals recommendations for BoT





Necessity to change the BoT composition - one propose to exclude teachers who are dependent
on directors, so they are not able to express themselves freely, they cannot criticize him/her. The
others stated that BoT should consist of people totally not switched with the school and only then
it has possibility to be objective. The members should come from the local community – as social
leaders, who will be acting for the goodness of the school. In small villages many people are cousins
or close friends and it’s culturally hard to criticize somebody publicly. The examples from the past
– 1 BoT for few schools were recalled.
Members should be financially motivated – by any kind of financial support
More precise tips from the Ministry how to select BoT members, by constructing choosing
criteria – such person should be independent, know law, rights, human rights, having experience
in solving problems etc.
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There should be better monitoring and control activities from the Ministry – attitude assuming
that more ministry demands and hard hand may effects in better BoT
The main task should be fundraising – looking for external source of finances.

6. Students self-government

6.1. How it’s functioning and what its role in the school - on what issues it has any impact ?
Case studies interviews, but also NGOs and experts’ experience shows that the picture of SSG in
Georgian schools is rather weak. SSG in the schools is not associated with the body or group of
students who are the main initiators of school life, who can really influence on the school. It seems
that participation in the SSG is not associated with any prestige – Neither among students nor
teachers.
For students SSG is mostly something very official, they do not feel that SSG is their representatives,
who can help them or who can make something really interesting in the school. If talking about social
activities in the school, students very rarely mention about actions prepared by SSG. Students see SSG
as a body, which just helps director and because of that sometimes it’s helpful also to solve some
students’ problems (as they have better contact with principals). But in most of the cases, for students
it’s not cool to be in SSG – it’s rather responsibility, which does not give any profits or fun.
What the SSG is for? Openly speaking we don’t know – they by themselves also don’t know why SSG
exists - what for. There is no interest about SSG, even to ask what SSG is. Even SSG members are not so
motivated and every year it’s the same – nothing special is done.[6]
Most of such attitudes results from very poor knowledge about SSG – students are not conscious how
SSG could work, what are their rights and possibilities to act. Very often even head of SSG didn’t know
what SSG is for and how it should work.
When we started working we didn’t know how to work, what to do, maybe this is a reason why we
are always passive” says head of school students’ council in 2014/2015.
There is also lack of any exchange of experience from one to another SSG – each year, each SSG is
starting its work from the beginning as if nothing exist before.
Such situation of SSG is very often caused by the teachers’ attitudes, who also don’t know exactly the
role and sense of SSG. Teachers’ opinions about SSG are mostly very formal – they call the rights of
SSG, but while speaking about details it appears that there is lack of knowledge about possible SSG
influence and the role in the school. For most of the teachers and principals SSG is a body who
organize entertainment activities in the school, but nothing more. Moreover teachers very often do
not appreciate students activeness in SSG – they are not support them, but they making them feeling
that such activities are not important and firstly they should learn subjects, and only then “play with
SSG”. Sometimes it’s very hard to get teachers permission to get out from the lessons for 10 minutes
to have a SSG appointment or to solve some problem in the name of SSG.
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Significant is that new directors who just start their work – they are out of any knowledge how SSG
functioned before. There is no information exchange about SSG and moreover principals are not very
interested how SSG works in this school before they came. They do not pay attention to that.
On the other hand it should be stated that there are cases, when new principals comes to the schools
with concrete ideas how to change old-fashioned SSG – director starts to organize meetings with SSG
or with all students to inform them about SSG rights, trying to involve them in decision making process.
Such principle attitude is mostly the main factor which let make a change of the SSG image.
Unfortunately such cases are still rare among Georgian schools and open minded attitudes are mostly
spread among younger directors.
Lack of knowledge among students and teachers together with lack of good examples of effective SSG
results in the overall poor state of SSG in Georgian schools. Most of the NGOs and expert the main
problem see in the attitudes among school administrations which do not empower, motivate students
to be active. There are even cases when NGOs stop their projects and activities in direct work with SSG
in the schools, because cooperation with principals – changing their attitudes toward SSG was
ineffective. That’s why some NGOs stay on the position that much more effective is to work directly
with students, outside the school – building their consciousness about their rights then to lead a kind
of non-ending fight with school administration for goodness of SSG.
It’s still an open question which strategy is more
Do you think that SSG is an active body?
effective however probably the ideal way is to
80%
60%
58%
work from both perspectives – inside and
60%
35%
outside the schools.
27%
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2%0%
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SSG
Directors
which exists.
Vast majority of SSG representatives and directors admitted, that SSG in their schools work actively.
Such an opinion was declared by 93% of students and 87% of directors. Some less positive opinions
were given by 12% of the representatives of the latter group.
Respondents from both groups share also similar opinion regarding involvement of the members of
the SSG. About 44% of them admitted that more than half of the members (but not all) are involved in
students’ council activities, another 40-45% admitted, that all members are actually active.
How many members of the SSG is actively involved in students' council activities?
45%
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Directors

44% 44%

7%
All members
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the members, but
members
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Basing on study cases, where most of the interviewees (teachers, principals and students) stressed that
mostly only chairmen is active and initiative and very rarely it’s all SSG, in the survey we have asked
who in SSG takes initiative more often and does directors agree that actions in SSG are undertaken
solely by a chairman? Here only 15% of SSG chairmen agreed that initiative is mostly their and nearly
70% directors deny statement that actions in SSG are undertaken solely by a chairman.
We also asked respondents to present the most important acitivity taken by SSG in previous year
(2014/2015). From the table we can see that principals as ssg chairmen mostly give examples of
entartaiment activities – decision making activities are at the bottom of the list – 5.5% of directors
and 7.2% of students pointed out budget planning, school improvements or elections.

Educational events
Thematic events (New Year, Carnival, Teacher's Day,
Day of Peace etc.)
Charity initiatives
Cleaning and revitalization of school and green areas,
environmental activities
Other
Sport events
Anti-violence and anti-discrimination initiatives,
solving the conflicts
Excursion
Poetry and literature related events
Elections (of the self-government, disciplinary
committee, director)
Internal school improvements (infrastructure,
procedures)
None/ hard to say
Foundation of the thematic club
Publication of the school newspaper
Cooperation with external institutions
Budget planning
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5.3

2
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2.4

4.9
4.2
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2.4

3.4

2.4
4.4
2.7
1
2.7
0.7
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2.7
2.3
2.3
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Respondents of the study were also asked about their ideal vision of the SSG. Five of the given actions
were pointed out as important - both by SSG representatives and directors (in each case they were
indicated by more than 75% of the respondents). In their opinion:






SSG should participate in process of construction of internal regulations;
SSG should be responsible for the organization of cultural events at school;
decisions important for school should always require approval of SSG;
SSG should be an advisory body to other bodies in schools, including school principal and BoT,
Operations of SSG should be independent.

The ideal vision of the students’ council was compared to the actual operation of the students’ council.
Both groups of respondents were asked to answer, to what extent in the reality SSG take above
mentioned activities (figure XXX). It turns out that reality meets ideal vision only in two dimensions,
which are responsibility of the SSG for the organization of cultural events at school and independence
of the SSG from other bodies. The differences between the expectations and the actual situation do
not exceed 10 percentage points.
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When analysing answers of SSG representatives, the biggest gap between ideal vision of the council
and the real life, can be observed in regard to the approval of issues important for school by SSG. 86%
of respondents admitted that decisions important for school should always require approval of SSG,
however only 56% confirmed that it actually happens. Similar large gap (more than 20 percentage
points) can be noted regarding the process of construction of internal regulations in school and the
influence of SSG on criteria of assessing students.
What’s interesting, when looking at answers of directors, differences between the ideal vision and
actual operations of the SSG are less pronounced. Significant differences concern two issues which
occurred also in SSG representative’s sample. The first one is involvement of SSG in process of
construction of internal regulations; the second is influence of SSG on students’ assessment criteria).
In both cases the share of teachers which indicate that SSG is actually involved in those processes is
almost 20 percentage points lower from expectations.
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6.3. How the SSG election process looks like
Most of the adult respondents, while answering how the election process looks like they very often
answered in a way: „Very democratically – exactly as it is stated in the educational law”. The overall
atmosphere around speaking with teachers and directors about the election process was very formal
– it seemed as they were very worried that it occurs that they are not doing it properly. In the same
time the level of knowledge what is and what’s not written in the law was in average not very high.
The rules how the process is organized, differ from school to school. It might be stated that there is big
mess around election rules and way how it should looks like.
6.3.1. Who organizes it?
It’s not very clear who should organize elections – who should be responsible to lead the process.
Mostly it’s a deputy principle, who organizing the process, sometimes it’s a teacher asked by principal
and sometimes class teacher. Students are not involved in the organizational stuff at all – they are
voters and candidates but no one taking part in organizational stuff. What is shocking is that teachers
of civic education are not engaged in this process in any particular way – they play the same role as
others – only if they are class teacher or they personally want to help. Moreover, not all civic education
teachers feel that such election day is their task, their point of interests.
I’m not involved in the process of organizing the election process – other teachers were engaged. I just
teach students what for is choosing SSG, what are their rights… [4]
Such lack of any connection between civic education and day of election shows the overall lack of
understanding role of this subject for the school.
There is lack of clearance what’s the role of BoT plays – some directors indicate that its role is just to
fix the date of the election others that it’s facilitate and organize the school election. There was also
one case, where last year the election was held by BoT, but this year by the order of Resource Center
it was changed into principal and class teacher facilitation. But still nobody knows how is it and
Resource Center hasn’t justified this order. In most of the cases directors do not pay special attention
to election procedures – but rather treat it as a formality to be filled in. As there is nobody who are
taking care of the process it’s made together with all other deputy principal tasks so many small
mistakes are made. As an example – director upon existing law was saying that BoT fixed the date
which was hanged on at the informational table, while students said:
One day teacher enter the class and said that they need to choose 1 person to SSG as a members of
SSG, so we made an election. [4]
Sometimes the role of animator takes principal, who encouraged students to take part in the election
process, underlining the role of election, their voice and the main aims of the SSG. These are mostly
only directors who really understand the role of SSG.
Before and during election day, I met with pupils twice trying to explain them that elections are very
important, as well as being in SSG. [6]
I tell them that make a democratic choice. This is your rehearsal before the big election, and think twice.
Who do you want to elect: a comrade, a friend or a person that something useful to do for a class will
be the initiator of many activities [5]
Some explanations how to organize elections are also taken from the supportive materials:
Once student of mine approached me and ask she wanted to be elected in the school council, when I
explained she needed to make an election program and gave her written guideline from the supporting
manual, she got very interested in it. [3]
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Significant is that one group of students noticed that even though adults calls elections democratic
there isn’t any kind of monitoring activity – to check how democratic the process went. Students
noticed that nobody ask them about it.
The schools mostly obey the law about the date of elections. However there were some cases when
in last year (2014/2015) the elections were organized very late.
6.3.2. One or two SSGs?
One of the questions raised by different educational experts was does it make sense to have 2 separate
SSGs in the school – basic and secondary one? And as it could be stated from the case studies – mostly
it doesn’t make sense – even if formally schools chosen both of them, they mostly work together. So
directors underline that they fulfilled formal obstacles, however all of them agreed that there is no
strong argument for such a division.
They form annually school students’ council for basic level and secondary level separately, even
though in practice they always work together [2]
Division of school students’ council between secondary and basic level doesn’t have an importance as
school students council school still work together even though they elect different heads [3]
Division of SSG – formally there are 2 of them, but they are working together. There is no sense to
have both in small schools as very often contingent is too small. It should depend on contingent – in
small schools – one, in big ones – two of them. [4]
6.3.3. Choosing candidates for SSG and elections procedures
The variety of ways of choosing candidates for SSGs is enormous. It even does not depend only on the
school but also on the class teacher. In some of the schools the methods of choosing candidates as well
as election procedure differ from class to class, while in others rules are standardized. According to the
educational law the overall mechanism is divided in 2 steps – the members of the SSG are chosen by
and/or in the class and afterwards the head of SSG is chosen by already chosen SSG members. The
other procedures, habits are much differentiated, which shows points listed below. In some of the
school such procedure is indicated by internal lawyer or Resource Center, so directors are fully
convinced that this is the best and the only correct method. In others, as principals do not have any
possibility to discuss these procedures and they have lack of experience and knowledge what results
has each procedures – that’s why they are also sure that the mechanism they used is the best.
Who choose candidates for voting?
1) candidates themselves declare desire to be a member of SSG – it gives the highest motivation
and probability that student will be engaged
2) other class students submit candidates they want to have as SSG members (representative are
not motivated, they are sometimes forced to be a SSG member)
Sometimes these candidates even have no desire to be a member, but she/he must participate
because the majority of the class wants him/her to do it. Majority of the class decide who will
be a candidate and then these candidates goes for voting – he/she has to register for election
– it’s obligation [6]
3) teachers nominated candidates by their own, not clear criteria
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School students’ council election process is based on nepotism and personal contacts, in many
classes teachers point out candidate they like and it means they are automatically elected [2]
This tendency is also observed in the survey results. As figure
What was the method of selection
shows still the most popular method used to submit
of candidates for members of SSG
candidate is by indication by other students (79% of directors
(class representatives)
and 65% of students point it out). Significant is that more
65%
They were indicated
students than directors shows that candidates for SSG are
79%
by other students
They volunteered
indicated by teachers – 12% of students and only 8% of
52%
themselves
46%
directors point this method.
They were indicated
by the teachers

12%
8%

How registration of candidates looks like:
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0%
50%
100%
teachers, in which they just mention his/her
willingness to be a candidate [3,5]
SSG
Directors
2) Candidate submit his/her willingness candidacy to the
school election commission (more people have willingness to be a member of ssg, such method
gives possibility to appoint student who are ashamed to register in the class)
3) Candidates register themselves to the school election commission but she/he must meet
criteria established by the commission - high education performance, minimum of three years
of continuous studies in this school, the lack of a disciplinary offense (lack of ‘mandaturi’
protocols), having some authority in the school
4) Class teachers registered candidates and then registered them to the school election
commission – the filter of class teacher exists, so there is high probability that candidates are
only these ones, on which class teacher agreed.
5) There is no registration – students verbally just submit their willingness to vote
The way of voting procedures:
1) hand rising in the class
2) Silent voting in the class by writing the name of the candidate or by pointing out the name
from the list of candidates, votes counted by the teacher.
In option of writing the name - the principle of secrecy is not maintained and still there is a
high influence of the teacher
3) silent voting in whole-school elections – votes counted by the commission – the most
appropriate method
4) no voting procedure – candidates nominated are automatically elected
These lists show few types of different attitudes among schools – principals and school administration:
 Different understanding how these variety of procedures influence on students motivation, on
their feeling being free to express, on their feeling being a subject, not an object of elections
 Different opinion how particular procedure will influence on the overall engagement of SSG
members – some principals as well as students do not see these differences
 Differences who decide about the SSG members – are they a really representatives of other
students or of the class teacher.
 Different way of understanding of who should be in the SSG members – good students with high
marks or motivated, active students? Students liked by teachers or by other students?
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The studied cases differ from each other in the way of understanding roles of these elements. And
what is surprised the schools which participate in NGOs projects are not always the ideal one.
These all show, that such variety of methods used are not very helpful in SSG development and
improvement. The procedures very often depend on teachers or principals, which do not give students
feeling of impartiality and ability to construct SSG as they want. It seems that kind of standardization
of procedures is needed or at least kind of tips about each of the procedures within suggestions which
procedure is the most appropriate. From our sides it could be stated that the most effective way is
when students submit their candidates by themselves, by their willingness to be active, when
registration is conducted outside of the class by the commission without class teachers and with silent
voting in whole-school elections.
6.3.4. Election campaigns and election programs
The studied cases show that in school where there was no external project on SSG development, none
of the pre-election activities has taken place. Only when school participate in PH project or CEOKARTLOSI project – the usefulness of election campaign and election programs is widespread and
election are preceded by campaigns and programs [RUS,AP,AKH]. In other cases students as well as
school administration as students do not see necessity of such procedures.
The main argument is that students known each other so well that they don’t need any campaign or
programs.
Students know each other and this causes trust that is why they don’t need the program. [2, teachers]
It doesn’t matter how the election are organized – there is no necessity to make such a campaign or
events, because we know who Is the most active, so we can easily vote for them. [4, student]
Sometimes teacher are even conscious that educational law mentioned about this steps, but as it’s not
obligatory they preferred not to organize it, without any special reason.
In one case, students even mentioned that the lack of election program is a result of nepotism system
of choosing SSG – the program or election is not need at all if the most important is that the teacher
daughter will be elected.
In one case the reason given for lack of campaign or pre-election program was that deputy principal is
too overworked to organize it.
I have too much work at school and I don’t have time to facilitate elections according to the regulations
that is why students don’t have to prepare an election campaign. [3]
Such approaches to the pre-election procedures only confirm how common is incomprehension of
the sense of school election. That it’s not only to fulfill the legal obligation but to teach students how
to influence on the reality and how good election could have influence on students’ activeness and
engagement. It seems that such incomprehension is the one of the main issues which should be
improved.
6.3.5 What are the reasons of choosing the SSG member?
As a result of above mentioned procedures and mechanisms, students base their choices on non
substantive arguments. Moreover students are mostly conscious about it, they understand it should
be changed, but they do not propose such changes, accepting as it is – even if it’s not comfortable for
them. The criteria used in choosing the concrete person are:
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1) candidate being a relative or friend of the teacher
This happened because teachers directly asked students in another lesson to vote for particular,
as she wanted her daughter to be elected for SSG. As students didn’t want to make their teacher
frustrated they voted to her daughter. [2]
2) Voting according to personal attitude to the candidate, which is mostly the result of lack of
campaign and election program. What is interesting that students realized that it’s not a very good
solution – voting for somebody you have no idea what is he planning to do:
Sometimes I think why I should vote to someone just because she is my friend without knowing her
election campaign, this is how we do it at out class.[3, students]
3) Voting according to the feeling that the person is responsible
Such reason is mostly in the schools, where there is close cooperation to NGOs and some of the
pupils are engaged in social projects.
I was chosen because I was more involved in eco club activities and class mates thought that in
SSG I will be also more involved. [4]
But still pupils feels that the criteria of responsibility is not enough reason to choose somebody to
SSG and that’s why they wonder to have campaigns and programs
It will be good if they have programs – so we can vote for good ideas [6, students]
All these show that students mostly feel uncomfortable that the choosing mechanism is so poor and
they are used to choose on the base of irrational arguments. Probably the factors which influence on
such a situation are:
 AMONG TEACHERS: lack of knowledge how campaigns, election procedure could be
organized
 AMONG STUDENTS: lack of information what are the aims and idea of SSG
It will be great if our teacher will gather all of us in class and present us what is the idea of school
students council, in this case it will be easier to decide whether you want to be a candidate or not
6.3.6. SSG head election
Elections of the head of SSG are not very special – they do not differ from school to school. SSG head
is elected by already chosen members, sometimes by raising the hands, sometimes by silent voting.
Survey results shows even that 5% of students stated that SSG head is chosen by teachers, not by
students, but such situation is rather rare.
All above mentioned observations show that the way of election procedure is much differentiated in
the school, which is mostly caused by incomprehension of the ideas of SSG and students
participation – among teachers and principals as well as students. As finally it leads to ineffective work
of SSG, some additional attention should be paid to the way how election looks like around Georgian
school.

6.4. SSG and school clubs
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The question about mutual relationship between SSG and school clubs (in particular civic clubs but not
only) was raised by the group of experts before research has started. Experts and NGOs experience
shows there are many misunderstanding around roles of clubs, which sometimes even lead to the
tenses and conflicts between SSG and clubs. From the research we want to know why is it so and why
clubs existence – particularly civic clubs – do not influence on the effectiveness of SSG. During the
research two issued around clubs were studied:
1) What is relation between clubs of interests and SSG and how clubs are/should be created –
does the statement in the educational law, saying that creation of school students club needs
to be approved by 1/5 of the SSG members exist in reality?
As experts noticed there is no clear picture how these relation looks like and there is some
differences between ideas how they should look like. Some of the experts agreed that clubs
should depend on SSG, strictly related to SSG and a little bit controlled by the SSG, while others
understand that it should be totally independent bodies – SSG should be a formal body
responsible for formal things as school budget, decision making process, participation in school
management and clubs should exist as a form of different students initiatives, their creativity
(film clubs, hobby clubs and so on).
2) How presence of Civic Clubs strengthen the SSG and students participation in decision
making process?
Many experts agreed also that in many schools there is strange, tense atmosphere between
Civic Clubs and SSG and that these two bodies rarely enhance themselves in raising the level
of students participation and students activity. Experts agreed that CC and SSG are sometimes
in competition to each other, which is a great pity, as they both (CC and SSG) have nearly the
same aims. Experts agrees that as nobody has doubts that PH International Program is very
huge and important tool in strengthening the civic education and students activism in schools,
it will be good if research shows their mutual relationships and collect principals and teachers
opinions about their role and effectiveness.
6.4.1 Relations between clubs and SSG
 As case studies interviews shown the question about the division of role of clubs and SSG is not so
crucial nor for students nor for principals or teachers.
 The overall atmosphere between clubs and SSG was good – they co-exist in the school.
 Most of the clubs were the results of some external projects, while some were created by teachers.
There were also no situations when students have created their own clubs. Sometime students
would like to create it, but they have no idea how is it possible as well as who can do it.
I would like to have such club, but I'm too lazy to create it. It would be good if there were clubs –
that people interested in literature could have a literary club.[4]
We would like to have history club during which we can get additionally information. No one ask
us before about our idea, but if we have such we can probably go the SSG. We haven’t propose it
as we don’t know don’t know if there will be engagement form other students [6, students]
 None of the interviewees in all 8 schools seems to be familiar with the educational law statement
about the approval of 1/5 of SSG. In one case, although the students were totally conscious about the
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formal obstacles to form the club, they are openly admitted that they do not following the law, because
it’s unreasonable formal
We created active citizens club without informing school students’ council but later we
introduced them that it was created, that was all [3]
If we look at results of the quantity research we can see that the most common situation is that clubs
were students’ initiative approved by SSG - 55% SSG heads and 39% of directors declared so. In the
same time only 14-17% of respondents stated that clubs were founded independently from SSG.
 In studied cases among students as well as teachers it’s widespread that the idea of clubs should
raised mostly from pupils, but it should be also possible for teachers to appoint the club.
 Nearly all respondents during case studies stressed that creating the club should be agreed with
SSG and/or director. Students agree that such a coordination is needed to not to let students establish
pointless clubs.
There should be an agreement between
Was SSG involved in foundation of this clubs?
SSG and director about clubs, so it
mustn’t be free to create clubs without If it was a students' initiative,
55%
39%
SSG had to aprove it
agreements with SSG and director.
It was solely an initiative of
Everybody should be able to create club
22%
31%
the members of the SSG
but we have to discuss about really good
Clubs were founded
ideas – if somebody will have such an idea
14%
17%
independently of the SSG
we will work on it, discussed and make a
8%
decision, implement.[6, SSG head]
It's hard to say/ I don't know
13%
Clubs – it should be pupils initiatives, but
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
[created] with principal approval .[6, SSG
head]
SSG representatives
Directors
Such approaches are not caused by any formal obligation but rather feeling that there should be a kind
of coordination about what is going on in the school.
Results of the quantity research shows us that for about 36% of SSG heads and 50% of directors
creation of the school clubs should be somehow independent from the SSG – the links shouldn’t exist
at all for 15% of students and 20% of principals or they should be only informational ones – students
should inform SSG about creating club (21% of students and 30% of principals thought so). While
speaking about statement in the law, about 58% of students and 44% of directors is convinced that
SSG agreement for creation of new club should be required by the law.
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Should SSG decide on the creation of a student club at school?
SSG should play a role in creation the school of clubs and
the law should require SSG's agreement during the…

44%

SSG should coordinate their formation, but their creation
should not depend on the SSG

21%

Initiatives of pupils should be entirely independent of
the SSG

58%

30%

15%
20%
7%
7%

I don't know it's hard to say
0%
SSG representatives

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Directors

Such differences shows that there is kind of chaos in understanding and ideas about the links between
clubs and SSG. It could be good if this issue and relationship between clubs and SSG will be clarified.
The lack of knowledge about the approval of 1/5 of SSG is so common among studied schools that it’s
hard to formulate any kind of recommendations, however it should be remembered that students are
convinced that some kind of coordination should exist and they do not feel being limited by such rules.
6.4.2 Cooperation between SSG and Civic Clubs5


Generally speaking the difference between civic clubs and SSGs are noticeable by adults – teachers
and principals but not students. The main difference which teachers call during interview is that
SSG is a formal body which takes part in decisions made by school, while clubs are just groups of
students, which try to do something (mostly outside the school). SSG is seen to be a much more
formal body than Civic Clubs. SSG is hardly to be seen as an active, friendly community – it’s
perceived rather as a formal organ than group of friends and people.
SSG is a more a formal body to formally influence the school and the club is a space for their
activity-there doing what they want, what comes up and what they like.[4, students]



Survey results shows that most of the students and principals thoughts that SSG and CC have the
same scope of tasks and activities (62% and 58%), while about 1/3 of respondents pointed that
these two bodies differ a lot (34% of principals and 26% of students). What is interesting is the way
how both groups of respondents describe these differences between SSG and CC. Principles
stressed that CC is mostly working outside the school, that it’s more independent and more active
than SSG, while students (heads of SSG) mostly indicate that SSG has much more important role,
has much wider influence on the school and mostly is more active as the scope of activities is also
much wider than Civic Club.

5

By the term civic clubs we understand Civic Clubs created in the frame of the PH International project but also
other civic clubs functioning in the school
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Figure XX: Are there any differences in SSG and Civic Clubs actions?
70%

58%

60%

62%

50%
40%
30%

34%
26%

20%

8%

10%

12%

0%
They are different in many To a large extent these are I don't know/ It;s hard to say
ways
very similar activities
Directors
SSG representatives





From the cases appears that schools with PH International project or other civic clubs have more
initiative which really influence on the school. Students more often feels ability to influence on the
school, however this difference is not very significant.
In nearly all studied cases different students participate in SSG and CC created by PH international.
This tendency differ a little bit from results of quantity research, where less than 30% of
respondents declare that SSG and CC has the same members, but 37% of students and 43% of
directors pointed out that half of the members are the same.
SSG vs Civic Clubs membership
29%
26%

They are mostly the same students

37%

About half of them is the same
19%

Moslty, these are not the same students
I don't know/ It;s hard to say

4%

43%

28%

15%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%
SSG representatives



Directors

In 2 of 4 schools, which participate in PH project these two bodies: SSG and CC cooperate with each
other, while in two others they worked totally independent. In the cases when everyday
communication between SSG and CC is good and developed, students cannot see the differences
in tasks and aims of these two bodies.
They do the same, their tasks are the same. You can do easily your idea with the club or SSG – one
of them, it doesn’t matter which one of them. It’s important to have even one of them in the school
– we are lucky that we have both of them – club and SSG.[4]



In the schools when there are some tenses or lack of any communication between SSG and CC
students still cannot call special differences between these two bodies, but they are convinced that
initiatives of SSG and CC are (and should be) separated. Among cases, there was one of PH
International schools where CC members were different than SSG member, they do not cooperate,
but SSG has also strong influence on changing the school reality. In this case these two bodies – CC
and SSG were rivals to each other than partners. Such situations, where Civic Clubs and SSG or
other initiative students groups are rivals, were observed during 3 years of CEO – Kartlosi project
and were also raised by other NGOs and educational experts. In such cases there is no information
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flow between SSG and CC – they do not exchange information about their initiatives, SSG do not
use the CC room even though such separate room exist in the school. Moreover, textbook about
SSG which was prepared in the frame of PH project and which laid in such a room is totally unknown
for SSG members. Such a lack of communication and cooperation between SSG and cc strongly
reduce the effectiveness of both bodies.
Sometimes important role plays teacher, who can support cooperation of SSG and Civic Club, but
who can also limit it very effectively. Unfortunately experience of experts and CEO - Kartlosi project
shows that sometimes teachers do not understand that both bodies should support themselves
than compete with each other. Teachers sometimes use such clubs to promote their own,
teachers’ work and to show their engagement in comparison with other teachers in the school.
Such also happens in one of the studied schools.
CC and SSG cooperation depends on particular approach of the organization and local teacher –
tutor of civic club. If NGOs is paying attention on the exchange and well communication between
SSG and clubs, such cooperation works pretty well. If NGOs do not pay special attention to that,
different bodies, clubs do not cooperate, mostly because they just haven’t thought about it.
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7. Conclusions and recommendations

PROBLEMS

EXPECTATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR SCHOOL

VERY LOW
ATTENTION PAID
TO THE SSG

 The real
functioning of SSG
should become an
element of
interests for
different
stakeholders –
there should be
created
atmosphere that
SSG is really an
important body

For directors
Directors should consider
students’ participation in
decision-making processes as a
value that is a part of upbringing
of an active citizen.

 It’s necessary to
spread around in
the educational
society the idea of
SSG and the proper
understanding the
students
participation

There must be provided suitable
environment for development
of SSG in a school - where it’s
possible
SSG should be provided with
comfortable work space and
teachers should appreciate
students engagement in SSG

Principals should be interested
in SSG development - they
should show in practice, that
SSG is not only a formal body for
them

FOR ACTIVISTS/NGOs
Conduct various campaigns
promoting SSG, engaging some
politics – on the local and country
levels, to show the idea of SSG
To monitor the Ministry and schools
policy around SSG and to combine
and coordinate efforts of different
NGOs.

FOR MINISTRY
Development of SSG should be an
element of educational policy – more
efforts should be paid on this subject
There should be clear message from
the Ministry to the schools that the
SSG is one of the Ministerial priorities
The Law about the General Education
must be revised and it should cover all
the details about how the SSG works6;
The adherence to the law about SSG
must be monitored by the National
Center for Educational Quality
Enhancement.;
To open a program of small grants for
student councils to implement their
ideas independently

6

The open question is how far the law should describe in details SSG works. It should be notice that much more important is to build trust and high appreciation in the
society and school environment than a lots of empty law statements. In Poland it’s the SSG role and work is not described in the law in details, however still it has not so low
position
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School internal regulation
(school code) should include
statements about school
independence and about the
role of SSG.
Elaboration of separate SSG
status is recommended
THE SCHOOLS
ARE NOT
INDEPENDENT IN
DECISION
MAKING
PROCESS

There is no sense
to develop SSG
and students
participation if
school has to ask
each time for the
agreement from
the Ministry or
Resource Centers

7

 To make SSG real
institution it’s
necessary that
schools have
possibility to take
some decisions
locally.
 Schools has their
independency

 The order No 8377 must be cancelled
as it restrain school democracy

Not to be afraid of making
decisions independently in the
spheres where it’s possible. If
there are any doubts which
decisions could be taken
independently try to ask for help
NGOs – for consultation.

To advocate changes in
implementation of educational
policy
Construct the criteria of school
democratization and independence
– discussed on it with the Ministry



Clarify what school democratization
and
independence
means.

To make independent decisions
within school/principal
authority;

To create service of consultancy for
schools



Make a clear, practical guideabout
the decisions that schools are really
able to make independently

To strengthen the BoT role as an
independent body

 The ministry should reduce its
controlling role and increase the
consultation role;



Monitoring of Resource Centers to
be sure that they realize approach of
democratic school, allow school
taking independent decisions
 National Center for Educational
Quality
Enhancement
should
monitor and measure the level of
school
democratization
and
independence

An order form 12.11.2010 About holding lectures, seminars, trainings by physical and legal person(s) in public schools
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NOBODY READ
AND
UNDERSTAND
THE LAW

 The corresponding
articles of the Law
on General
Education must be
revised, all terms
and ambiguities
should be
explained.
 Additional
materials
explaining the law
are necessary.

The school administration
should be acquaint with the law
regulations about SSG. Director
should organize a training for all
pedagogues and SSG heads (at
least)
SSG should organize school
campaigns to spread basic
knowledge about the SSG law

NGOs should pay attention not only
on teaching how to act, how to be
active, but firstly they should teach
about law regulations of SSG and
rights of all school stakeholders
Some materials explaining very
easily what’s written in the law
should be prepared.





The law should be updated – in
cooperation and consultation from
NGOs environment
The revised law must be promoted;
It should be implemented on all
three levels (school, NGO sector, the
ministry);

The guidebook “Participation in the
School Governance” (A. Goglichidze)
should be spread around all
Georgian schools. The short
summary should be elaborate.
Some advocacy work should be
done to update the law in
cooperation with the Ministry

BoT IS NOT
The BoT should be a
PLAYING ITS ROLE participatory
body
which
helps
managing the school.
It shouldn’t be just
formal body as it is
now

To think about internal
regulations which could
motivate the BoT members
Engage students in BoT and
inform whole school community
about its role

To spread around information about
good practices of well functioning
BoT (Georgian and international
ones) To work out standards of good
BoT work

Threat this body seriously

To introduce trainings about BoT –
for students and school
administration

There must be introduced the
practice of joint decision making

Together with Ministry monitor how
BoTs are working, control if schools
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To create a motivation system for BoT
members, some guidelines about BoT
role, tasks.

There must be less directives and
orders, the monitoring/controlling
function must be delegated to the
NGOs and the Resource Centers must
be given the function of consultation
providers.

between the principal and the
BoT.

are following the law within this
area.

Together with ngos Monitor how BoTs
are working, control if schools are
following the law within this area. This
must be done by NGOs
To increase obligatory number of
students in BoT – to 3 students

THE
INFRASTRUCTURE
PROBLEMS
COVERS OTHER
ONES
Sometimes very
poor material
conditions at
school restrains
students and
teachers to think
about other
needs
WEAK LINKS
BETWEEN CIVIC
EDUCATION AND
SSG,
PARTICIPATION,
DECISION
MAKING
PROCESS

To show that even
infrastructural
problems could be
solved with students
participation
Engage whole school
community in solving
everyday problems –
not to expect action
from authorities only

The Subject of civic
education should be
strictly switched with
the school reality – to
show in practice
what the civic
education is

Not to passively wait for
external help, but believe that
some infrastructure problems
could be solved not only by the
Ministry.
To be opened for wide
discussions about such problems
– to involve in this process
students who can be sometimes
much more effective than
school administration

Principles – pay attention that
civic education teachers should
be teachers respected by pupils
and who understand very well
that civic education as a subject
is linked with students
participation, SSG and students
schools activities

Generate projects with participation
with solving important problems
(also infrastructure ones) and
promote it – showing by that it’s
really possible

Pay attention in projects for civic
education development on the links
between the subject and practice –
concrete social activities in school

Cooperation with local authorities to
change the school reality. The basic
infrastructure problems should be
solved
small grants for student councils to
implement their ideas independently
and solve also such problems/ Local
government could be a provider of
such grants.

Include in civic education curriculum
practical activities e.g.. well organized
elections, participating in decision
making process
Practical methods – training for civic
education teachers
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TEACHERS OF
CIVIC EDUCATION
DO NOT PAY
ATTENTION TO
THE SSG,
ELECTION
PROCEES

Teachers of civic
education
treat
school elections as a
practical lesson of
democracy, they are
engaged in it and
work with students
on preparation and
evaluation

LACK OF
INFORMATION
AND
KNOWLEDGE
ABOUT SSG

The clear information
about SSG is easily
available for all
stakeholders. It’s
easy to get good
practices of students
social engagement. It
could give students a
lot of motivation

Stakeholders
don’t know where
to find
information, very
small information
is available.
Lack of
knowledge about
students rights to

When students will
be more conscious
about their rights,
different bodies in
the school,
participation

Civic education teachers in
cooperation with director
should develop practical
approach to the civic education
subject– it is not a theoretical
subject!
Give students and teachers
space to prepare and conduct
elections properly – time for
preparation and electoral
campaign, support elections in
institutional way (time, place,
materials). Let the students
prepare and conduct elections
by themselves (by student
electoral committee)
School administration should
care if the information about ssg
is widely spread and available
for all school stakeholders (on
the informational desk, at
website etc)
Class teachers should include
SSG among issues discussed at
the weekly class meetings.
Before SSG election starts they
should conduct small workshops
for students
SSG should regularly inform all
the students about its activity
and students rights (e.g.. by

Prepare and promote high quality
materials about SSG elections
(promotion of the material about
elections prepared already by CEO Kartlosi)

Issues of participation in school
elections and in decision making
processes should be present more
widely in the curricula of civic
education subject
Monitor the ways in which the
elections are held in schools

Common standards of effective SSG
work should be developed elections/activities/role in school
management – and try to
implement it!

To promote such a website widely

To construct interactive web site
which plays a role of platform for
exchange with information about
SSG – as database but also as a
interactive tool for exchanging
information between students,
schools, teachers, educational
experts. The website should be
designed in a colorful, attractive way
to bring students attention

The weekly class meetings should
definitely include issues about SSG and
students participation – addition of
more concrete topics to the 6th article
of National Educational Plan is
suggested
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To take part in some of the interactive
parts – to be ready for giving any
helpful comments, answers.

Establish grant program for NGOs who
can more effectively implement
trainings

influence on the
school

methods, they could
see more sense in
engaging there

organizing regular school
meetings). SSG should inform
other students about their rights
especially strong before
elections day

Regular trainings programs for
students, based e.g. on the tutor
mechanism (young, students tutors)
The trainings conducted by different
NGOs should be coordinate to
empower their effects

To use and promote database –
to encourage students, teachers
to fill it in with concrete
materials, examples

SSG IS WEAK STUDENTS ARE
NOT ACTIVE AND
NOT MOTIVATED

To increase students
awareness by
sharing positive
experience and
conducting
Students have no discussions about
idea
how SSG . To increase
participation
in motivation for social
engagement.
the school life
could looks like
The renewal, update

It’s teachers and principals role
to involve students in making
small changes to show students
that they can bring their
initiative into the real life. Good
practice of SSGs decisions,
activities should be spread
around all the school that other
students could see what their
colleagues are doing.

and promotion of the
All
school
idea of SSG
stakeholders have will increase
no idea how SSG students’ motivation
can work actively
– teachers are
waiting
the
initiative
from
students,
while

Activities should be based on
the students needs (SSG should
conduct school needs diagnosis)

To lead programs and projects on
strengthening the SSG – pay
attention that activities and
participation in decision making
process will be spread around all
school – that all students will be
involved or at least informed about
project activities.
Create together with the Ministry
system of certificates for SSG
engagement. Certificates could be
somehow useful – in students
assessments and in students’ future
life

Showing good practices from
different schools
Create internal school
motivation system
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Pay more attention to SSGs by
improving the law, create grant
program for local government
Cooperation with NGOs to construct
system of certificates
Promote this system e.g. by
establishing the competition revealing
the most successful SSG.

students
are
waiting
for
teachers’ support.

SOCIAL SCHOOL
LIFE INCLUDES
MOSTLY
ENTERTAINMENT
ACTIVITIES ONLY
Students don’t
know what more
they can do

MOST OF THE
TEACHERS ARE
NOT ENGAGED IN
STRENGTHENING
THE SSG


Students are aware
that they can
influence not only on
entertainment issues
but also on decision
making process

Involve students in decisions
about entertainment that they
could see that their opinions are
heard – that they have
influence.

Showing examples that decisions
made on entertainment issues are
very valuable as they teach how to
participate in decision making
process in other spheres

Asking students about their
need, not only according to
problems but even about types
of entertainment activities

Teachers are aware
of the role of
student council in
educational process

Efforts of different teachers
Trainings for teachers of all subjects
should be combined and
– about self governance and social
coordinated – at least
activity in general
form teachers and civic
educational teachers so they can
Teachers are willing empower students engagement
to
support
Make a rule that SSG meetings
extracurriculum
student
actvities, are appreciated by teachers – so
are open for student students do not have problems
ideas – also during to be engaged (e.g. students are
allowed to meet during lesson
lessons
time)
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Motivational system for teachers
supporting SSG, social activities and
students participation – extra credit
points

THE PROCEDURES
AROUND
ELECTIONS ARE
VERY DIFFERENT,
DEPENDS ON
TEACHERS,
PRINCIPALS

A standardization of
election procedures,
is needed or at least
tips about election
procedures and SSG
work
should
be
formulated

COMPOSITION OF
SSG IS NOT
ADEQUATE TO
LOCAL
SITUATION, TWO
SSGs ARE
MOSTLY
FORMALITY
LACK OF
COOPERATION
BETWEEN CIVIC
STUDENTS
CLUBS8 AND SSG

The SSG’s structure
should depends on
the local situation of
the school
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All students
initiatives in the
school – civic and
other clubs and SSG
should cooperate
with each other – to
strengthen the
common influence
on the school

Principals should be acquainted
with the standards of SSG
elections and they should
control if all teachers fulfilled
these standards in the same way

Prepare and meet SSG standards – Cooperate with ngos in creating SSG
to show what signs means “good standards - giving suggestions which
SSG”, “good election process”
procedure are the most appropriate.

Make an advocacy campaign around
such law changes

Update the law according to these
statements
The unification of SSG (cancelation of
the basic and secondary levels should
be considered)

Teachers and principals should
initiate cooperation of different
students bodies and clubs – to
enforce student consciousness
about social engagement
possibilities

NGOs should pay attention that the
clubs which are created in the frame
of their projects are open for all
school community and do not
generate divisions among pupils and
teachers

Special efforts should be paid to
combine SSG and civic club
efforts and strengthen their
cooperation

Project focused on students
activisation should include also ssg
students

Principal should pay attention
that none of the teachers treat

Good practice could be if in ngo will
be conscious about the situation of

By the term civic clubs we understand Civic Clubs created in the frame of the PH International project but also other civic clubs functioning in the school
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clubs as their own ones while
others as rivals

the SSG in the schools they
cooperate with
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